Woman's Nature Quest
~ les Waterfall~
Earth Priestess
Sanctuary

July 22-28th
2021

BLESSINGS SISTER, WELCOME
A Woman’s Nature Quest is offered to you as a homecoming
to yourself and your essence. To clarity and vision, resourcing
and presence. For you to immerse yourself into the depths of
Mother nature, of the elements, while emptying yourself
from the busyness of daily life. To commune with the spirits
of the land, with your ancestors, with your inner knowing.

These types of quests have been used by
all cultures and traditions throughout
history as a form of Rites of Passage, of
initiation, of reset and planting seeds for
new beginnings in life. For strengthening
our connection to ourselves and Spirit,
Pacha Mama and the beauty way of life.

*Please note that is Not a traditional
Native American 4day Vision Quest, but
simply a more feminine way of receiving
the purification, strength and grace that
safely held space of silence & solitude
with the Earth Mother brings.

We open the space with giving offerings and Waterfall purification, making tabacco prayers,
nourishing ourselves, singing, drumming & going into the Sweatlodge.
On July 23rd we have Full Moon Ceremony in the tipi, singing, dancing to the moon and praying
with the obsidian Moondance pipes.
Once we are prepared, 3 days & nights of this retreat will be spent in your own
sacred circle space in nature.
Its your choice if you wish to dry fast, water fast or a combination.
We will hold the fire, sing & pray for you throughout these days and nights.
Before and after your nature quest we will provide fresh juices, fruits
and nourishing vegan food from Warung Ra.
On the last day we will have more waterfall time, integration tools, sharing,
resting and crystal soundhealing.

ENERGY EXCHANGE

The suggested energy balance for this retreat, all included is

550 €
(All profit from this retreat goes straight to sustain the land, support the locals & plant a
sustainable sanctuary for Sisterhood and our families)
If you wish to stay in Les longer before or after the retreat, it’s deeply invited
Let us know and we will put you in contat.
The space for this retreat is limited to a very intimate group,
so please let us know ASAP if you feel called.
*This is the only group offering I will be making in Bali this season, before departing overseas
With Love,
Anna Maria & Sisterhood

